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Games have always fascinated the children in passing their leisure time. As there are plenty of
iphone games prevailing in the market but among them one is the Desert Bus. This is just an
average game and is not liked by everyone. Basically it is a mini game based on the never released
Smoke and Mirrors of Penn & Tellerâ€™s. The game shows that you are driving a bus across 360 miles
of scotched desert. The name itself sounds very thrilling and as there are no twist and turns in the
way moreover you have to finish the game in its real time.

The complete journey of the bus takes 8 hours and when you are done with your journey you would
get one point. Then again turn around and heading back towards the other direction moreover you
may stop the game whenever you desire. In the game it is mostly seen that you would never end a
single run unless and until you really wish to sit there holding your gadget firmly also a thumb on the
touch screen. So the steering of your bus would not send you off the road.

Itâ€™s a funny and stupid game and would not get much of appreciation from game lovers. It is a big
joke through the medium of game. Moreover all the profits of this iphone game would be given for
charity so buy it. ZONR is the other delightful and straightforward iphone game. This simple game
throws a chain of Tetris-style block at you and from each cluster you have to hit on the largest block.
You have to create a combo without committing any mistake also moving further the game would
throw plenty of blocks to hit the larger one.

Making wrong combos would sore you less marks. The game can be host by anyone that is each
one of you may play a new game. This game has been crafted very beautifully and all of you would
get addictive to this. Ticket to ride pocket is other addictive and famous game admired by the
people. The game has enjoyed the taste of success with an Xbox Live Arcade version. It is a worth
full and beautifully made for the enjoyment.

Get the Best deals visit - iphoen 4s contract @ http://www.appleiphone4sdeals.co.uk/iphone-4s-
contract.html
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